In this paper, we discuss the cache replacement policy in a multimedia transcoding proxy. Unlike the cache replacement for conventional web objects, to replace some elements with others in the cache of a transcoding proxy, we should further consider the inter-relationship among the cached items. To maintain the inter-relationship and to perform cache replacement, we propose in this paper the RESP framework (standing for Replacement with Shortest Path). The RESP framework contains two primary components, i.e., procedure MASP (standing for Minimum Aggregate Cost with Shortest Path) and algorithm EBR (standing for ExchangeBased Replacement). Procedure MASP maintains the interrelationship using a shortest path table, whereas algorithm EBR performs cache replacement according to an exchanging strategy. The experimental results show that the RESP framework can approximate the optimal cache replacement with much lower execution time for processing user queries.
INTRODUCTION
The technology advance in network has accelerated the development of multimedia applications over the wired and wireless communication. To alleviate network congestion and to reduce latency and workload on multimedia servers, the concept of multimedia proxy has been proposed to cache popular contents. Caching the data objects can relieve the bandwidth demand on the external network, and reduce the average time to load a remote data object to local side. Since the effectiveness of a proxy server depends largely on cache replacement policy, various approaches are proposed in recent years. Subject to the application context, the cache replacement policy may differ from one situation to another, such as caching schemes in a transcoding proxy [1] [3] [4] , multiserver cache replacement [7] , and cache replacement for wireless data access [5] [8] .
In this paper, we focus on the cache replacement policy in a transcoding proxy. A transcoding proxy is a proxy capable of converting a multimedia object from one form to another, which trades object fidelity for size. Different from the caching strategy for conventional web objects, to replace some elements with others in the cache of a transcoding proxy, we should further consider the inter-relationship among the cached items. i.e., a multimedia object in a cache may be transcodable to several versions so as to satisfy different user requirements. In [1] , the inter-relationship among the versions can be formulated as a weighted transcoding graph. Given some versions cached, a subgraph regarded as minimum cost transcoding graph is generated via procedure MATC (standing for Minimum Aggregate Transcoding Cost). To perform cache replacement, the authors in [1] also propose algorithm AE (standing for Aggregate Effect). In [3] , the authors formulate the caching strategy in a transcoding proxy as the 0-1 knapsack problem and propose algorithm MPR (standing for Maximum Profit Replacement) to achieve optimal solution. It is noted that algorithm MPR, which is based on the concept of dynamic programming, requires high overhead in memory and computing complexity, whereas the simple strategy adopted by algorithm AE may waste some cache space.
To remedy the drawbacks of prior works, we propose in this paper the RESP framework (standing for REplacement with Shortest Path) to maintain the transcoding graph and to perform cache replacement in a transcoding proxy. The RESP framework contains two primary components, i.e., procedure MASP (standing for Minimum Aggregate cost with Shortest Path) and algorithm EBR (standing for ExchangeBased Replacement). To maintain the transcoding graph, procedure MASP uses a table to record the shortest path information and determines the transcoding sources according to the table. To perform cache replacement, algorithm EBR uses a more profitable caching candidate to exchange less profitable elements in the cache so as to maximize the profit of cached elements. The experimental results show that the proposed RESP framework outperforms algorithm AE in cache hit ratio. Under many circumstances, the RESP framework can approximate the optimal solution very effectively. Moreover, the RESP framework costs much less computing complexity in processing user queries. The experimental study will justify the practicability of the RESP framework over the prior research in cache replacement of the transcoding proxy.
This paper is organized as follows. Notation and definitions are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the RESP framework. 
NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
The symbols used throughout this paper are listed in Table  1 . Without loss of generality, we adopt the same analytical model used in [1] [3] . Assume that each object can be represented in versions. The original version of object is denoted as 1 , whereas the least detailed version which cannot be transcoded any more is denoted as . Definition 1: The , , is a directed graph with weight function . depicts the transcoding relationship among transcodable versions of object . Each vertex [ ] represents a transcodable version of object . Version of object , i.e., is transcodable to version , i.e., iff there is a directed edge ( ) [ ]. The transcoding cost from version to is given by ( ), regarded as the weight of the edge from to . Figure 1 (a) illustrates an example of a weighted transcoding graph.
Definition 2:
( ) is defined as the singular profit of caching while no other version of object is cached.
Definition 3: The , 0 , is a subgraph in which the aggregate transcoding cost is minimized when the proxy caches multiple versions of an object simultaneously. For example, considering that 1 and 2 are cached, as shown in Figure 1(b) , we can obtain the minimum cost transcoding graph (i.e., Figure 1(c) ) by retaining the edges with the cheapest weight from the cached versions to all the other versions.
Definition 4:
( 1 2 ) is defined as the aggregate profit of caching multiple objects 1 2 simultaneously.
(
Definition 5:
) is defined as the marginal profit of caching , given that 1 2 are already cached where 6 = 1 2 .
When some versions already exist in the proxy. If a new version is cached, the amount of additional profit can be derived according to Eq. (1).
Given the database which represents the collection of all possible queried data objects and the corresponding versions, the element contains two attributes: profit and item size . Note that = ( ) if no other version of object is cached, and
, of the element is defined as = .
DESIGN OF THE RESP FRAMEWORK

Overview
The RESP framework (standing for REplacement with Shortest Path) will be triggered when a transcoding proxy needs to perform cache replacement. Two primary components are contained, i.e., procedure MASP (standing for Minimum Aggregate cost with Shortest Path) and algorithm EBR (standing for Exchange-Based Replacement). A user query for a specific element identified by the object number and version number corresponds to a caching candidate. With the caching candidate and the current cache state as the input, algorithm EBR will determine which elements in the cache should be replaced with the caching candidate. On the other hand, during the execution of algorithm EBR, procedure MASP will update the minimum cost transcoding graph dynamically so as to maintain the inter-relationship among the cached elements.
Generating Transcoding Graph with Shortest Path
Procedure MASP generates the minimum cost transcoding graph for cache replacement. Unlike the conventional approach MATC [1] (standing for Minimum Aggregate Transcoding Cost) which only performs well on simple transcoding graphs, procedure MASP is capable of maintaining the complex inter-relationship very effectively. The algorithmic form of procedure MASP is outlined as follows. The comparison between the conventional MATC procedure and the proposed MASP procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 . Consider the weighted transcoding graph shown in Figure 2 (a). Suppose that three versions, (1), (3), and (4) are cached. In procedure MATC, each vertex is only aware of its adjacent nodes. Therefore, the minimum cost weighted transcoding graph generated by MATC can be shown in Figure 2(b) . On the other hand, in procedure MASP, the vertex with the minimum shortest path will be selected as the transcoding source, whether it is adjacent or not. The result of procedure is shown in Figure 2 
Exchange-Based Cache Replacement Algorithm
As described in [3] , the problem of cache replacement in the transcoding proxy can be formulated as a 0-1 knapsack problem. In [3] , although algorithm MPR (standing for Maximum Profit Replacement) can achieve an optimal solution, it requires high memory and CPU overhead. On the other hand, algorithm AE (standing for Aggregate Effect) proposed in [1] can be executed very efficiently. However, the simple strategy adopted by AE (i.e., caching the requested element and its original version simultaneously and evicting the elements with smaller generalized profit) may result in the waste of cache space. To remedy the drawbacks of AE and MPR, we Parameters Values Number of objects ( ) 1500 Number of versions 7 Skewness parameter of ( ) 1 2 Diversity parameter ( ) 200 Cache capacity ratio ( ) 0 05 Table 2 . Parameters during the simulation propose algorithm EBR, which can be executed efficiently to approximate the optimal cache replacement.
To design algorithm EBR, we are inspired by the concept proposed in [6] , where the optimal cache replacement for web objects is approximated. Compared to [6] , we further take the characteristics of the transcoding proxy system into consideration. The execution of algorithm EBR is described as follows. We first regard the cache as a , in which the elements are sorted in ascending order according to the generalized profit. Next, given the caching candidate element , if the elements before the running pointer have larger aggregate size and smaller aggregate profit, algorithm EBR will replace these elements with . Note that algorithm EBR is only executed when the cache has insufficient space to retain . Otherwise, the transcoding proxy will cache without removing any elements. Moreover, since there is inter-relationship among the elements in the transcoding proxy, procedure MASP is employed to dynamically update the profit information in . Unlike algorithm AE [1] which may waste some cache space, algorithm EBR utilizes the cache space very thoroughly. The insight of algorithm EBR is that we use a more profitable element to exchange the less profitable elements in the cache and guarantee that the total amount of profit of the cached elements is increased monotonically. Therefore, algorithm EBR can effectively maximize the profit of cached elements with much lower computation cost compared to algorithm MPR [3] .
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Simulating Environment
The simulation model is designed to reflect the system environment of the transcoding proxy in Section 2. Table 2 summaries the settings of some primary simulation parameters. In the client model, user devices can be partitioned into seven classes. That is, each object can be transcoded to seven different versions by the transcoding proxy to satisfy the users' requirements. We generate the weighted transcoding graph of each object by removing several edges randomly from a complete graph. As for the transcoding proxy model, we assume that there are 1500 different objects, and choose the cache capacity to be ( P object size), where is regarded as the capacity ratio. The reference rate of each object is generated by Zipf distribution 
Performance Evaluation
In Figure 3 , the performance of the RESP framework is compared to the algorithm MPR [3] and algorithm AE [1] . It is noted that algorithm MPR performs optimal cache replacement whereas algorithm AE can be regarded as a greedy algorithm. From Figure 3 (a) to Figure 3(c) , we evaluate the effectiveness of the RESP framework by varying several parameters such as skewness parameter, diversity parameter and capacity ratio. Unlike the various metrics used in [1] , we choose the tightest one, the exact hit ratio, denoted by , to verify the performance. The exact hit ratio is defined as the fraction of requests which are satisfied by the exact versions of the objects cached. This metric is also motivated by the fact that we usually intend to provide an exact version to users (rather than an overqualified one) for effective bandwidth use. In Figure 3(d) , we discuss the efficiency of the related algorithms. To examine the efficiency of each algorithm, we measure the execution time for simulators to process 100000 client requests. Since we implement these approaches by Java language and execute the programs on the same system platform, the execution time will reflect the efficiency.
According to the experimental results, we observe that although algorithm MPR has the most outstanding performances in , it requires more execution time and memory space to process user queries. When the number of the objects increases, algorithm MPR will suffer from the efficiency issues. On the other hand, algorithm AE is very scalable and insensitive to the variation of the efficiency parameters. However, it only results in fair quality of the effectiveness. As for the proposed RESP framework, it is as scalable as algorithm AE. Moreover, from the viewpoints of effectiveness, RESP outperforms AE prominently. Under certain circumstances such as high skewness, low diversity and low cache capacity, the quality of the RESP framework is very close to that of algorithm MPR. Therefore, compared to AE and MPR, the proposed RESP framework will be suitable and practical for a transcoding proxy to perform the cache replacement.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the RESP framework to perform cache replacement in a multimedia transcoding proxy. In RESP, two primary components, i.e., procedure MASP and algorithm EBR, are designed to maintain the inter-relationship and to perform cache replacement, respectively. The experimental results show that the RESP framework is effective in approximating the optimal solution with much lower complexity. Therefore, compared to the algorithms proposed in prior works, the proposed RESP framework will be suitable and practical for a transcoding proxy to perform the cache replacement.
